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About this book

Ephemeral is a story about love that never 
wanted to be a love story - all at once. It’s 
the ones that happened, and the ones that 
didn’t, it’s a yearning for something both 
concrete and chimeric, it’s burning the 
poems you never wanted to write to the 
one you weren’t supposed to want, and it’s 
the disposal of all your wishes once they 
become palpable.

It is learning that distance does not mean 
country borders and vast oceans, deep 
valleys and proud mountains – rather, the 
empty spaces between sentences, the 5 
centimeters where our fingertips don’t meet 
and the place where something used to be, 
but isn’t anymore; how we are only farther 
away with each passing minute. 

Desiree Soltero
March 2014 





my typewriter is
tombstone
still.

and I am
reduced to bird
watching.

just thought I'd
let you
know,
fucker.

- charles bukowski, “8 count”
 





part i

enamour



shelf-
life

I think I would be a battered up paperback, 
were we all books.
Dust collecting over my spine
and smelling of must,
pages brittles with age, but not use.
Stocked in a section it not belonged in -
casually glanced over at best, picked up
by few.

I can’t envision anyone who would want to 
pour over my run-on sentences, 
the contradictions between paragraphs and 
gaps between chapters,
highlighting and dog earing their favourite 
passages.
The metaphors wouldn’t make much sense, 
neither would the afterword;
a blank page save a lone coffee ring,
imprint of a styrofoam cup -
it stands for weary mornings and long nights 
gone restless.



But yours is one I’d keep tucked in my jacket
to be read at intervals while riding the bus,
or waiting in line at cafés.
The ink will bleed through the page 
and kiss my fingers blue,
painting my skin with colours
of the forever it still holds.



a writer’s 
exasperation

I used to write of fiction and fairy tales,
lives not lived and quaint,
happening upon inspiration
in everyday notions,
from the first steps in the morning 
to the stifled yawns of 3AM,
how the greens fade into golds in September 
and the warmth of autumn air
licks at my lungs,
searching for beauty in the nooks and 
crannies of the uneventful day-to-day. 
But how can I search for beauty, when my 
gaze keeps faltering and falling and I
keep finding you all around?
I’ll miss you even when you’re there,
perhaps even more so.

And no, no, no, I don’t want to write about 
your laugh lines or the crinkle of your eyes,
how you weave words like daisy wreaths 
and place them upon my head.
Sunflower yellows paint my insides,
lilies bloom and vines sprout –



you’ve sown yourself into my thoughts
and grown around my ribcage
with the adamancy of ivy.
I’ve never been one for gardening but,
here I am, you’ve got me knees deep
in metaphor -
and you're the worst kind of pest.

I used to savour the soundless stillness
of late hours spent on my own, 
breathe in the nocturnal air and
crane my neck to marvel at the mysteries
of the universe and what it holds,
not attempting to create my own
constellations, tracing freckles
with my fingertips on the patch of skin
above your wrists.
How can I write of astral anomalies,
radiant stars and burning galaxies?
When you shine so much brighter 
and light pours from the ridges of 
your nails and teeth.

I can no longer write of the lost and aimless, 
wonderers wandering, when I'm tracing maps 
of the life lines of your palms.



You're a shot of espresso in my waking 
hours, a summer rain in the stifling noon,
the musk of dusk and pine in evening hikes 
and the thread that knits my eyes shut
at night.
I stitch your name on my eyelids 
before falling asleep,
knowing you'll follow into the dark,
for even this you've tainted and even this
is taken from me by dawn's thief.

I am no gardener, astrologist, 
cartographer of any kind.
But I am a dreamer and I am a writer, 
slinger of hopes and admirer of fickle joys -
who am I to deny the words that swell up
in my throat and tie themselves 
to my ankles?

passages written in stones,
you
pull
me
down
into the sea’s embrace,
and we should allow ourselves to drown
once in a while.



a penchant for
romanticism

It's saddening to think of all the stories
left unheard, the songs I'll never listen to
and the books I'll never live.
Maybe this is why beautiful words
make me smile,
especially when they escape
through curvature of your lips.
Forgive me if I linger for
just a second longer and try to find
meaning in the stains left by your fingertips.

You see, there's a book I can't put down, 
I’d like to extricate the secrets from the space 
between lines, get drunk off the plot.
For I'd like to know your goals and hopes and 
all the songs that make you sigh,
how you got that scar on your left shoulder or 
the birthmark behind your knee,
childhood memories and fears,
how lonely you feel as you fall asleep.



But you are mute, you are deaf, and
walking away tastes like iron 
from having bitten our timid tongues
and hiding sentences in the silence.
They said this too shall pass but 
I remain in the passenger seat,
watching you from the rearview mirror 
and staring at a world through windows,
chasing dreams like the clouds in the skies -
knowing I cannot reach you, 
but I’d like to pretend
for as long as you’re here.

 



a
letter

Seal the words in an envelope,
watch them take flight in the wind;
their destination is uncertain –
much like ours.
I find safety in never knowing if 
they ever will reach your hands.
I just wanted to let you know 
how I might have loved

someone like you.



fool’s love 
ballad

While his gaze lingers for a second more
on irises spackled gold,
on the freckles above her chin,
his touch studies the contours of her wrist,  
invoking cold spine’s shiver,
invoking a goose bump’s kiss.
She’s smitten with the moments 
between bats of an eyelid and
the twitches of their lips when they smiled.
His voice is the song that lulls her to sleep,
his hands are the cradle
for her heart to keep.
She found home in the crook of his neck 
and safety in their fingers intertwined.
She may have been taken with 
his crinkling eyes, 
and a little more so with the way he spoke.
I’ve written line upon line in your name,
but these will be the quiet words
you’ll never know,
for I cannot make the sun set east
just as I cannot ask you to love me.





part ii

entwined



counting 
smiles

I count your smiles and scribble tally marks 
with a .25 ¢ pen in the back of my hand.

The first was come the morning,
our exchange of hellos at the bus stop,
your tendency of lifting me off my feet 
in my absent-mindedness; a twirl 
all messy hair, rutilant cheeks and
shortness of breath. 

Second, on the ride downtown.
I tilt my neck ever so slightly, 
rest my head upon your shoulder.
Through my lashes I catch you sneak a 
glance and the gentle curling of your lip.

Third and fourth were at a diner, reading 
puns off comic strips and reminiscing about 
90’s cartoons, the taste of coffee and 
nostalgia on the tip of our tongues.



I was quick to lose track (forgive me, 
numbers were never my area of expertise), 
but my favourite was the one I captured,
when I snatched a polaroid 
and caught you off guard,
gazing at the tree tops,
pencil tucked behind your ear;
hues of oranges painted the skies like
the subtle serenity across your face.

We fall in love with moments,
I keep this one in a pocket.



the painter,
 the poet

When smoke clouds our eyes and the air
is heavy with the songs of the city,
can we ignore the cacophony of car exhausts 
and window plane trembling bass,
blaring horns and scattered sirens?

Time does not hold its bated breath 
and will not slow to grant us a little longer,
but I ask of you to stop and stand for 
only a minute more where
the streetlights illuminate our path
and pours hues of dirty yellows
across your crooked picture frame grin.

Silhouettes on the pavement linked 
through clasped hands,
the cold leaves our skin and
I can taste the evening on your lips.
Tell me a story with your fingertips,
I’ll paint you a memory with a soft touch.
An artist will immortalize you on his canvas,
and the writer may hide you in the spaces 
between these lines.



&
Your kisses are espresso 
and cigarette smoke, 
and the evenings we awoke
sprawled on the basement floor.
Mouths of cotton from inhaling fumes,
red eyed, tongues heavy and lips worn.

They were roaring thunderstorms,
whisking me away in harsh winds
as your touch became one with the rain,
or a gentle breeze caressing my own 
with the soft care of a man too afraid
to inflict the lightest of lavender bruises
on his rice paper heart.

The strewn bed sheets are not an unmade 
bed, but a portrait made by lovers, 
whose whispers and sighs were heard
only by Egyptian cotton threads.
We painted creases with our limbs and 
created
          valleys 
                    with 
                         every
                                movement.



Pillows housed our secrets with
their promise to keep them safe,
the kind you dare only mutter intoxicated
at four in the morning, 
with weary eyes
and wearier vocal chords,

I won’t promise you a lifetime
won’t sing about forever.

I’m the most honest of liars, 
words shot like bullet wounds
and loud as grenades.

Shades drawn and air sullen,
the breath caught inside your chest.
I’ll never know if it was the gentle curl 
of a smile what I glimpsed in the dark.

My fingertips danced between your ribs 
and traced constellations
of your goose bumps.
Halfway through Ursa Major and with 
the speed of a dying star, epiphany struck -
I don’t mind being a prisoner 
when I’m confined within your arms.



I’m a self-renowned liar but, cut me open
and I’ll bleed veracity blues
‘til it stains my teeth and slurs my speech.

I can’t promise you a lifetime
sing no hymns about forever,
but you can be tomorrow’s good morning,
you can be tonight’s sweet dreams.





intermission



the 
scientist

The grey sun rises for grey skies.
I am a scientist, waking, hugged by messy bed 
sheets and stray paperwork.

Dawn’s red tints my sclera and the wrinkles 
beneath beckon me to sleep, but monotony 
has taught us well.

Between clinical white walls, we ignore the cold 
side of our bed and get dressed, brush our teeth 
and hear the news -
hear the numbers rising in war,
numbers decreasing in stocks.
was that last 12% good news, or bad? 
the world is painted in hues of ash,
gunpowder and factory towers.

Lock the door as I leave, concealing the key to 
my best kept secrets underneath the door mat. 
(there have been no visitors since I’ve come to 
claim this apartment as home)



Spare no glance to the passersby and strangers 
on the pavement.
Between clinical black ties and suits, we don’t 
spare a curt smile, and trudge along with the 
99%, or whatever it is they call themselves.

Pay the barista a buck fifty for a double 
espresso in a styrofoam cup; 
it’s acidic, bitter and tastes of home.
He looks as if he could use the extra dollar in the 
tip jar today. Spare him a second, spare him a 
kindness.

March on, turn right, left twice and right, 
across 23rd and around the block.
Between clinical concrete giants, we pour over 
data and figures, molecules structures and 
nerve endings.
It takes three minutes and 47 seconds to reach 
floor six - Department of Neuroscience, Lab ii.
Project No. 54B in Human Behaviour:
Resolved to measure just how much and how 
rapidly one falls, little by little and day by day.

But the numbers that matter so to researchers 
and analysts sift through my fingers like sand;
I am keeping the tabs, preoccupied with a 
personal project:



the test subject
is me.

It takes a 45⁰ turn of my neck to shoot a careful 
glance your way, and one quarter of a second 
for the timid smile to curl my lips
at the way sunlight gets caught on your lashes in 
the mornings, and how you rub the sleep from 
the corners of your eyes.

I count the beats in my chest with a broken 
metronome, take notes and jot down when it 
speeds up and slows,
but no algorithm or equation can explain why it 
is you make it stir.

I can break down the chemical processes that 
take place in the brain, identify hormones and 
pheromones, and tell you how and why pupils 
dilate,
but do not ask me to decipher why your laugh 
could make bells halt their songs in envy, why 
test results are more fascinating when read in 
your baritone, 
and how endearing it is, the way you hum 
under your breath.



We play the roles of chemists and scientists,
and you are a botched experiment.
No textbook can give me the formula to your 
happiness.

But, between clinical white table tops, we have a 
space separating our microscopes and if I 
stretched my fingers ¾ of an inch
my hand could graze yours
and maybe that
would feel
a bit like 
home.





part iii

extricate



seasons
spring.

The first time we made contact, you were the 
gardener’s son and I was struggling to grow.

Your hands were filthy.
Covered in dirt 
and slick with sweat.
your palms, calloused; 
your nails, chipped;
your knuckles, scarred; 
your touch… kind.

Don’t come any closer, 
I will prick your fingers with my thorns.
Don’t come any closer,
I will kiss them and drink up the sunflowers 
that blossom inside your veins, 
tangle around the forget-me-nots sprouting 
from your ribcage. 



summer.

I want to feed from your joy 
and live off your wonder,
and I wonder what it’d be like for these petals 
to turn into bluebird’s wings and soar away 
from these f e n c e s, 
away from the ~seaside~, 
away 
from 
the
earth.

Darling, the sky has never seemed closer 
now that you’re by my side. 
And I’m stretching out to caress the clouds, 
to smile at the void, inhale the cosmos and 
exhale every ungranted wish
I’ve ever made on a shooting star.

The moon says “good morning” and the sun 
is peeking out its curious head, but –
I’m still not moving.



fall.

You’ve buried yourself in my roots, 
you’re keeping me grounded.
You, with the cellar door stare
and the prison cell embrace. 
I am brittle branches in November and I’m 
shedding my leaves for you and only you.

You, carving idols out of my wooden body. 
You, worshipping
like I’m all the gods you never believed in, 
reading my skin
like the bible you never needed.

You say “Let’s build a tree house with our 
bones. Let’s carve our names in the walls.
Let’s make a temple inside your chest.”

But – 
Darling, don’t forget, I’ll shrivel and wither like 
all the others
Darling, don’t forget, my promises are as 
fickle as summer rain.
Darling, my love lasts as long as a handful of 
butterflies and my name is not a prayer.



Darling, I’m sorry that you found your world 
inside me.
I wrapped my apologies in dandelions
I hope you don’t mind –

I’ve 

    thrown

                  them
         
                      
                               into 

                              winter’s 

                                                 winds.



halo
effect

I find myself with a bit of a situation at hand, 
and I am looking,
not for an answer, 
not for a solution, 
perhaps not even a word of advice – 
Anything or nothing would do.
I’m just hoping that maybe someone will be 
able to listen, might even relate.

You see, I have sinned against myself and 
everything I thought I knew about me, as if 
the ground had become a trickster and 
thought it funny to put the sky beneath 
everyone’s feet.

Last night I kissed the breath back into the 
lungs of a boy who did not go by “lover”;
it was the first time we grazed lips, not in 
reality, nor writing, nor thought – 
but in dream.



Waking was worse than any hangover I’d 
ever endured, because it was not the 
drunken daze of bottle chased by bottle, 
when you know to stop before reaching
your limit.

No, this was intoxication in small doses, the 
kind that lies and deludes you into believing 
all is well, tugs a blind over your eyes until it’s 
much too late.

And I fear it’s much too late.

When I woke, my head was swimming in 
half-finished poems and they were all for this 
boy, the one with the thorn in his side and 
crooked picture frame eyes.
I could see myself in them but something in 
the photograph wasn’t quite right.

And I fear it’s much worse.

Perhaps I’m maddeningly, unequivocally, 
terribly, shamefully and dangerously in love – 
with, myself.

Because I think I do not love you, I love the 
‘you’ that’s born from my thoughts. 



I’m enamoured with the nights you’ve never 
spent with me, reciting Baudelaire and 
Bukowski back to back; 

the quiet stirring at 3 in the morning, when 
you groped blindly for the plastic cap pen and 
tattered notepad on the bedside table, frantic, 
before the ideas perished along with the 
moonlight;

the cups of coffee I can’t make for you, the 
diner napkin sketches, the last minute mixes 
– you, knowing the hidden track would 
always be Bob Dylan;

the playful kisses from behind our books, 
making sure we were beyond the librarian’s 
line of sight;

late night Woody Allen marathons, empty 
cereal bowls at our feet and falling asleep in 
a crumpled heap; 

getting lost on road trips because maps 
confused you and I have no sense of 
direction; 



cuddles in the kitchen, singing along to our 
favourite Beatles songs and leaving notes in 
each other’s most cherished novels – 
knowing they’ll be found when they’re reread, 
someday.

This is the castle I’ve built in the sky, from the 
books you carry, the shyness worn by your 
smile, the way you laugh when you think no 
one’s looking and the gentle skip to your 
step. 

It’s called the halo effect, and I do not think I 
love you, I love the ‘you’ that’s made a home 
for himself, inside my head.



detonation
The day I left, 
you used our polaroids as ash trays;
the ones I tucked into the pages of your 
favourite book, and found at the bottom 
of the kitchen waste bin.

You put out the last of the embers,
not on the laminated memory of 
my dimpled smile,
but on the spaces between our fingers 
where warmth once used to be.
Your knuckles burn white 
from holding on too tight,
threatening to combust,
but the cold is overwhelming.

The blankets on the couch, wrinkled 
bedspread and the empty mug
on the other side of the coffee table 
are mocking reminders
of a gentle voice and steady heartbeat
that once ticked together in time,
numbered beats that rendered us deaf
to the sound of an impending
detonation.



resonance

1. If I pulled your hand and grit my teeth 
and tried to stop before we got too 
far, would you blame me?

2. If I cash in the days I didn’t have to 
myself and threw away my words like 
cans of letter soup - they were 
spoiled, after all, and food poisoning 
won’t help anyone.

3. I promise to not purge you from my 
body, though I struggle to swallow the 
fire down my throat and drown out the 
retching with love songs.

4. Take me for a walk in the summer 
downpour, maybe the rain will blur my 
sight, the thunder will deafen my 
ears, the wind will slow my step and I 
can convince myself to hang on for a 
little longer, a little longer, a little 
longer -  

5. The winds are beating harder and 
your umbrella doesn’t provide much 
cover anymore.



6. There were always leaks in our home 
and leaks in our goodbye when we 
almost let it slide by sliding under the 
covers one more time.

7. Listen. Let your teeth become 
seashells and the creases of your 
hand will shape the waves of a sea I’ll 
remember from a memory of times 
that once were.

8. Seasons change as days fold, leaves 
yellow as branches whither, trees 
shed as birds find new homes, as I 
look for my own.

9. There’s a lone pair of footprints 
painting maps on the shore side at 
two in the morning, every conch I pick 
up will have your voice in the place 
where sounds of the ocean should 
be. Your whisper will sting like sea 
salt and the breeze makes up for your 
touch.

10. But like the indents on sand, the 
water washes away traces of 
everything I’ve left behind.





part iv

epilogue



grey
 paneling 

We are hard grey paneling and circuitry,
junctions of knees and elbows and smiles 
groaning with weariness.
Carbon monoxide filling the air 
with every heavy exhale.
The LED behind our glass eyes 
could rival the stars,
just as bright
and waiting to whither.
Rib cages forged of twisted steel and iridium
firm, sleek, fixed and stark,
what our mechanical hearts never were.

Petrol black may stain my veins 
and paint my vision monochrome,
but I write of colours and joy and no one 
can deny me the bitter sweetness of hurt;
like honey it seeps through the creases 
of valves and bolts and iron vertebrae,
it soothes over rust and lights me up
from the inside –



the system crackles with static 
and showers of sparks,
illuminates the voids between each rib, 
nook and cranny,
leaving disaster in its wake.

Gnarled wiring tugged and pulled free,
left tangled and torn time after time,
I radiate.
And like the stars in the skies and 
supernovas of our eyes
I’ll shine and
live and burst 
and die.






